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PAST PHOTOS
These are a few of my favorite shots that I have taken over the years. I love taking 
pictures of anything that is visually captivating.  Whether creating something in 
a studio or being in the wild of the outdoors, my eye is constantly looking for a 

unique way to capture the situation that I am in.



MACRO
Macro photography is extreme close-up photography, usually of very small subjects, 
in which the size of the subject in the photograph is greater than life size. It often 
gets you a fresh new perspective on that same old item that you have shot 1000 
times.



CAPTURING MOTION
Being able to freeze motion takes several factors to be right, the most important, 
light. You need a bright area, fast shutter speed, and wide aperture. 1/500 shutter 

speed is a good place to start depending on what motion you are shooting. The 
best way to create blurred motion is by slowing down the shutter speed. When 
the shutter is open longer, the subject has more time to move across the frame 

and establish some kind of blur. Using varied shutter speeds to gather light and 
illustrate motion can be exhilarating. 



DEPTH OF FIELD
Depth of field is simply the zone of acceptable sharpness within a photo 
that will appear in focus. Three main factors that will affect how you control 
the depth of field of your images are: aperture (f-stop), distance from the 
subject to the camera, and focal length of the lens on the camera. Having a 
shallow depth of field on pictures can really make your subject pop and really 
separate it from the background. A large depth of field is something that you 
would want to have on landscape shots and photos that you want the entire 

frame in focus.



FINE ART
One of the things that makes 

photography a successful art form is 
that it can show a viewer things in 
a different way. As photographers, 

we notice small details, weird 
juxtapositions and the small oddities of 

daily life.



BANNACK
One of the advantages of taking COMM 300 
is the photo excursion to the Bannack Ghost 

Town. Bannack, Montana was founded in 1862 
when John White discovered gold. Prospectors 
came and went through until1863. Bannack is 

now a ghost town that is open to the public.



PERSPECTIVE OF 12



PORTRAITS
Portraiture is photography of a person or group of 

people that displays the expression, personality, and 
mood of the subject. This is my absoulute favorite thing 

to shoot because I really enjoy working with people. 
With portraiture I really try to get my subject to express 
themselves through their and facial expression. I believe 
a good portrait can capture a persons essence and soul. 



CREATIVITY
Creative photography is when you photograph something in a way 
that most people would not normally see and developing an interest in 
seeing things in a different way than normal. I believe that creativity is 
the most important quality that a photographer or anyone who designs 

can have.



Matt VanSteenkiste
                

Matt Vansteenkiste, or stinky as his friends call him, has been shooting all walks of life for over 8 
years.  Growing up in the hot state of arizona, Matt developed his love for camera and the outdoors. 
Currently he is a junior at BYU-Idaho and a new father to a baby boy.

Being an outdoor and action sport enthusiast, he always has his camera by his side to 
capture the adventures and experiences that are ahead. He takes pride in prodiving 
people with quality images that they will cherish for the rest of their lives. He is 
self-taught and loves to learn anything that has to do with photography, video, 
and animation. The design of this photobook and all photos within are 
captured and edited by Matt Vansteenkiste.
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